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Abstract—This article introduces a time-domain power system
busbar protection technique. The idea of the technique is conceived from the absolute-value integral quantities of the partial
operating currents derived from the fault current contributions
of the busbar terminals. The article presents analytical derivation
and graphical illustrations of the simulated event analysis to
validate the proposed technique. The technique is simple, settingfree, secure, and provides ultra-fast fault detection speed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Power system is a dynamically stable system. Inception of
a fault initiates instability and with time it can jeopardize the
stability of a part or the whole power system. Therefore, swift
fault clearing is very crucial factor to save the power system
from blackout. As a connection point of several elements,
each busbar is a critical point of the power system and it
demands even faster fault clearance. The fault clearance time
is the summation of fault identification time and interruption
time. Scientists and engineers are deploying various complex
protection schemes and mechanisms of fault identification
and interruption for different power system elements [1]. At
present day, all established bus fault identification principles
work based on phasor quantities of currents and voltages.
All phasor-based techniques need extreme filtering of current
and voltage signals and eventually take half-cycle to several
cycles to identify the fault. The delayed fault clearing is not
only raising the risk of system instability, it also reduces
power transfer capacity of the network [2]. Moreover, complex
filtering scheme increases the size and power consumption of
the protective relays and consequently, elevates the cost of the
protection systems by multiplying the price of relays, size of
station battery, setting works, and maintenance.
Scientists and engineers are trying to hatch the timedomain protection technique to eliminate the above-mentioned
limitations of the phasor-domain. Recently, scientists have
introduced time-domain protection for transmission line based
on traveling wave propagation and incremental quantities [35]. Both techniques have several limitations and cannot be
applied as a stand-alone primary or backup protection for
transmission line. They also cannot be applied for busbar
protection because of their distance based working principles.
In this article a time-domain busbar protection technique is
proposed by using the characteristics of the absolute-value integral quantities of the partial operating currents derived from
the fault current contributions of the terminals connected to the
busbar. Detail analytical derivation and the simulated graphical

event illustrations are presented below for the validation of the
proposed technique.
II. A NALYTICAL D ERIVATION
Each phase of a power system busbar can be defined as
a multi-terminal differential zone, where each terminal is a
branch circuit and it can be a transmission line, generator or
load. In differential protection, phasor-based operating current
refers the differential current of a zone as shown in Equation
(1).
n
X
Iφop =
Iφj
(1)
j=1

In Equation (1), n is the number of terminals of the zone, φ
presents phase (A or B or C), and Iφj corresponds to phasor
current of each terminal.
In reference [6], [7], the concept of phasor based Partial
Operating Current (POC) quantities is conceived by successive
addition of terminal currents as Equation (2).
Iφop(k) =

k
X

Iφj + Iφk+1

(2)

j=1

In Equation (2), Iφop(k) represents k th POC, where k =
1, 2, ........, (n − 1). Note that in an n-terminal zone, there are
(n − 1) POCs with initial condition Iφop(0) = Iφ1 . The final
POC which is denoted by Iφop(n−1) , is equal to the term
differential operating current Iφop shown in Equation (1).
Reference [6], [7] also have shown that during internal fault
condition, all the POCs of a bus differential zone satisfy an
unique characteristic as described in Equation (3). During
normal operation or external fault condition, at least one of
the resultant POCs does not satisfy the characteristic defined
in Equation (3).
|Iφop(k) | > max(|Iφop(k−1) |, |Iφk+1 |)

(3)

The remaining portion of this section proves that the above
characteristic is also valid for the absolute-value integral
quantities of the partial operating currents derived from instantaneous fault current contributions of the busbar terminals.
Instantaneous terminal current (iφj (t)) during fault condition
is the super-imposed signal of pre-fault current (iφpf
j (t)) and
contributed fault current (iφfj (t)) as defined in Equation (4).
f
iφj (t) = iφpf
j (t) + iφj (t)

(4)

The pre-fault current iφpf
j (t) = iφj (t − T ), where T = time
period. Therefore, contributed fault current (iφfj (t)) can be
expressed as Equation (5).
iφfj (t) = iφj (t) − iφj (t − T )

(5)

The operating current in time-domain is the summation
of fault currents contributed by each terminal as shown in
Equation (6).
n
X
iφop (t) =
iφfj (t)
(6)
j=1

k
X

iφfj (t) + iφfk+1 (t)

All the graphical illustrations presented below are the EMTP
based simulated events of a four-terminal busbar (n = 4)
where two transmission lines (j=1 & 2), one load (j = 3),
and one generator (j = 4) are connected. For simplicity,
only single phase (phase-A) event analysis are shown below
because the discrimination condition described in Equation (9)
is independently applicable for each phase of bus differential
zone. The analog current data of the following events are
captured at 12kHz sampling rate. The zoomed in view of the
critical points of each figure are shown in the right.
A. Cold Start Event

In the light of Equation (2), time-domain partial operating
current quantities can be defined as in Equation (7).
iφop(k) (t) =
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(7)

j=1

During internal fault, contributed fault currents for all terminals are in the same direction and therefore, the statement of
Equation (8) is true for all resultant POCs, given all iφfj (t) are
non-zero and iφop(0) (t) = iφf1 (t). In real power systems, one
or more terminals connected to the busbar may not contribute
any fault current. In these cases, those terminals must be
excluded from the calculation.

Figure 1 shows a cold start event, where switching started at
t=0.03s. Before switching all terminal currents are zero. With
the start of switching, load current starts to flow in all terminals
as shown in Figure 1(a). The incremental currents or false fault
currents created by switching are shown in Figure 1(b). These
incremental currents sustain for only one cycle because after
one cycle, iAj (t) = iAj (t−T ). Figure 1(c) shows the absolute
value of resultant POCs and iAj (t). The absolute value
integral quantities of POCs and
R iAj (t) are illustrated
R in Figure
1(d) and it clearly shows |iAop3 (t)|∆t < |iAf4 |(t)∆t
for all time instant starting from switching
point. Therefore,
R
expectedly Equation (9) is not true for |iAop3 (t)|∆t during
cold start or load change.
Start of Switching, t=0.03 s

|iφop(k) (t)| > max(|iφop(k−1) (t)|, |iφfk+1 (t)|)

(8)

– iA1 – iA2
– iA3 – iA4

When signals maintain the relation of Equation (8) for a
period of time with initial condition equal to zero, then the
absolute-value time integral of those signals maintain same
relation. Before busbar fault, all contributed fault currents
(iφfj (t)) and resultant POCs are zero; therefore, Equation (9)
is true for busbar internal fault.
Z
|iφop(k) (t)|∆t >
Z
Z
(9)
max( |iφop(k−1) (t)|∆t, |iφfk+1 (t)|∆t)
For external faults or non-faulted transient events, like cold
start or load change conditions, at least one terminal current
must flow in opposite direction and consequently, one or
more resultant POCs does not satisfy Equation (8) as well
as Equation (9).
This article employs the inherent power system characteristics described in Equation (9) to detect busbar fault without
any external setting input. If and only if at any time instant,
all resultant POCs of a bus differential zone satisfy Equation
(9) then it is an internal fault. The characteristic of Equation
(9) is applicable for each phase of bus differential zone
independently. In the following section, graphical illustrations
show that the fault is detectable within a few micro-seconds
irrespective of fault type, inception time, and fault resistance.
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– iAf3 – iAf4

– |iAf1| – |iAf2|
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– |iAop1|
– |iAop2|
– |iAop3|

Time (s)

Fig. 1. Cold start event

B. Internal Fault Event I
An A-B internal fault event is illustrated in Figure 2,
where fault started near zero-crossing (t=0.050081s). Figure
2(a) and Figure 2(b) present instantaneous terminal currents
and contributed fault currents, respectively. The fault currents
remain high for only one cycle. After one cycle, fault currents
become negligible because iAj (t) = iAj (t − T ). The absolute
value of resultant POCs and iAj (t) are shown in Figure 2(c).
Figure 2(d) presents the absolute value integral quantities of
POCs and iAj (t). From the zoomed in view of Figure 2(d),
it is clear that just after fault inception all resultant POCs

satisfy the condition of Equation (9) as anticipated. Therefore,
the internal fault is identified in next time step (t=0.050123s)
after fault inception. The fault detection time is only 42µs.
Fault Inception Point, t=0.050081 s
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D. External Fault Event
A close-in external fault event involving phase A and ground
is illustrated in Figure 4. The fault inception time t=0.050081s.
The instantaneous terminal currents and contributed fault
currents are presented in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. Figure 1(a) shows the current signal of terminal
3 (j = 3) became distorted due to current transformer (CT)
saturation. The absolute value of resultant POCs and iAj (t)
are shown in Figure 4(c). Figure 4(d) presents the absolute
value integral
quantities ofR POCs and iAj (t) and it clearly
R
shows |iAop3 (t)|∆t < |iAf4 |(t)∆t for all time instant
starting Rfrom fault inception. Therefore, Equation (9) is not
true for |iAop3 (t)|∆t and the proposed technique correctly
detects external fault even with presence of CT saturation.
Fault Inception Point, t=0.050081 s
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Fig. 2. A-B internal fault event

– iAf1 – iAf2
– iAf3 – iAf4

C. Internal Fault Event II
Figure 3 presents a high resistive (Rf = 500Ω) A-G internal
fault incepted at t=0.050081s which is about 90◦ from zerocrossing. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) display instantaneous
terminal currents and contributed fault currents, respectively.
The contributed fault currents are comparatively small due to
high fault resistance. Figure 3(c) shows the absolute value
of resultant POCs and iAj (t). The absolute value integral
quantities of POCs and iAj (t) are illustrated in Figure 3(d).
The zoomed in view of Figure 3(d) shows that all resultant
POCs satisfy the condition of Equation (9) just after fault
inception. The internal fault is detected as fast as in next time
step (t=0.050123s). The fault detection time is only 42µs even
for high resistive fault.
Fault Inception Point, t=0.050081 s
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Fig. 3. A-G internal fault event
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Fig. 4. A-G external fault event

IV. C ONCLUSION
Both analytical derivation and graphical event illustrations
validate the effectiveness of the proposed time-domain busbar
protection technique. Graphical illustrations show that in timedomain the internal fault is detectable within few microseconds from the inception instant, irrespective of the fault
inception time, fault types, and fault resistance. The proposed
technique is also highly secured for any load change and
external fault events. Mathematical formulation proves the
proposed technique does not require any external setting input
and it uses raw current signal data in all calculations without
filtering. In summary, the article opens the door for a new bus
protection domain which is simple and offers ultra-fast fault
detection without sacrificing system security.
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